fool" or the wily "artificial fool" like Friedrich Taubmann who served as "merry counselor' to the electors of Saxony. Midelfort's discussion of court buffoons, like his closing chapters on pilgrims and hospital inmates, exploits little-known, or insufficiently utilized, archival and printed literature in ways that help overturn facile generalizations. 'Pilgrims in Search of Reason' mines miracle books to round out the picture of the mad in the sixteenth century. Although the percentage of the mad who went on pilgrimages or who were cured at healing shrines was always small (only 7 per cent of all cases reported in the Franconian miracle books), these sources expose the madness of simple men and women and how they and their families sought cures for mental disturbances.
The final sort of "madness" to which Midelfort turns is madness defined as "simple helplessness", that is, the madness of those who found their way into hospitals. Midelfort uses the records of two reformation hospitals, one in a Catholic and one in a Protestant part of Germany, to discuss the relative medicalization of madness in the sixteenth century. Not Press, 1998, pp. xiii, 240, illus., £45.00 (0-7190-4199-6 ).
This book is conceived as a comprehensive description of medical and other healing practices, together with the institutions that shaped them, in the kingdom of Naples between about 1600 and 1800. The region, Gentilcore argues, was awash with sources of healing; these included not only the relatively well defined occupational groups of physicians, surgeons, barbers, and apothecaries, but also monastery and hospital infirmarers and nurses, midwives and itinerant sellers of nostrums, cunning men and women in city and countryside, and a variety of saints and holy people, both dead and alive. These healers formed a highly pluralistic therapeutic network, which offered three distinct, though overlapping types of healing, medical, popular, and ecclesiastical. Each realm had its characteristic disease categories and etiologies, as well as its characteristic therapeutic techniques.
Gentilcore's account of this rich and complicated world of healing rests on a wide variety of sources: institutional statutes, judicial records, hagiographical works, and medical and demonological treatises. (The licensing records for this period have unfortunately not survived). Although a capable writer of institutional history, Gentilcore's heart lies with the methods of medical anthropology, and his last two chapters, on illness narratives and religious healing, are the most successful and original in the book. In them, he offers both a convincing account of the dramatic shifts in ecclesiastical healing associated with the CounterReformation-most notably an increasing reliance on exorcism-and a splendid example of medical history written from the patient's point of view.
Gentilcore's book is more focused on religious healing than Gianna Pomata's pathbreaking study, Contracting a cure: patients, healers, and the law in early modern Bologna (English translation published by Johns Hopkins University Press in 1998). Despite this, and despite important political and institutional differences between Naples and Bologna, Pomata and Gentilcore come to a number of similar conclusions. In particular, both reject the characterization of early modem Italian medical practice as professional in any meaningful sense of the word. As Gentilcore argues, the Neapolitan medical authorities, which were drawn from the highest ranks of the kingdom's university educated physicians, did not aim to monopolize or even to control the business of healing as a whole (though they were very concerned to monitor the work of apothecaries). Nor did they attempt to impose any kind of unity on the various forms of medical practice.
Rather, they defended the distinctness of each, reinforcing the boundaries between them, while simultaneously protecting their own status and prestige.
There is much more to praise in this broadly conceived and nuanced book. Gentilcore offers a useful critique of the idea of the "medical marketplace", pointing out that patients were motivated in their choice of healers at least as much by cultural allegiances as by economic concerns. (Indeed, the services of cunning folk and religious healers might be as expensive as those of licensed surgeons and physicians). His discussion of the differences between ecclesiastical and popular models of saintly healing is as much a contribution to the history of Counter-Reformation spirituality as to the history of medicine, and his analysis of pre-modern patient narratives is unique in its subtlety and detail.
If this book has a weakness, it is in the relatively static character of the story it tells. Gentilcore is more interested in laying out the logic and the contours of the therapeutic network that shaped southern Italian healing practices than he is in analysing change over time. Toward the end of Healers and healing, he notes that the eighteenth century saw the decline of medical pluralism, as embodied in the interrelationship between the semiautonomous realms of medical, ecclesiastical, and popular healing, and the emergence of a "medical consensus" and of two separate healing cultures, high and low. Yet he offers no explanation for this important development, other than vague references to the "enlightenment spirit" or "enlightenment trends" (p. 198) . This is, however, a minor criticism in the context of the book as a whole. Healers and healing is not a historical narrative but a convincing portrait of a rich therapeutic world, which shows the impossibility of isolating the practice of learned physicians from the universe of religious, magical, commercial, and technical traditions in which it was so deeply embedded.
Katharine Park, Harvard University Jonathan Woolfson, Padua and the Tudors: English students in Italy, 1485-1603, Cambridge, James Clarke, 1999, pp. xii, 322, £40.00 (0-2276-7942-3).
Given the importance of Padua in the English renaissance of the sixteenth century, it is surprising that there has been no detailed study of just what English students, travellers, and spies learned when they were there, or of their impact once back in England. Medical historians have long been familiar with "Linacre tradition" and "the lure of Padua", but Jonathan Woolfson puts their conclusions into a wider context. He shows that more lawyers than intending physicians studied at Padua, and makes out a strong case for the influence of Paduan legal thought on English law, especially at the end of the sixteenth century. He also explores, more suggestively, the 
